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Abstract

Moral dilemmas play an important role in theorizing both
about ethical norms and moral psychology. Yet thought ex-
periments borrowed from the philosophical literature often
lack the nuances and complexity of real life. We leverage
100,000 threads – the largest collection to date – from Red-
dit’s r/AmItheAsshole to examine the features of every-
day moral dilemmas. Combining topic modeling with evalu-
ation from both expert and crowd-sourced workers, we dis-
cover 47 fine-grained, meaningful topics and group them into
five meta-categories. We show that most dilemmas combine
at least two topics, such as family and money. We also observe
that the pattern of topic co-occurrence carries interesting in-
formation about the structure of everyday moral concerns: for
example, the generation of moral dilemmas from nominally
neutral topics, and interaction effects in which final verdicts
do not line up with the moral concerns in the original stories
in any simple way. Our analysis demonstrates the utility of a
fine-grained data-driven approach to online moral dilemmas,
and provides a valuable resource for researchers aiming to
explore the intersection of practical and theoretical ethics.

1 Introduction
Should we sacrifice the life of one person to save the lives of
five others? Which patient should be prioritized in getting a
kidney transplant? The idealized moral dilemmas that cap-
ture public imagination are clear and dramatic. This is by de-
sign. Thought experiments like the trolley problem (Thom-
son 1976) make the conflict between moral principles espe-
cially stark. Daily life also presents people with a wide va-
riety of comparatively small-scale, low-stakes, messy moral
dilemmas. These remain under-studied because they lack the
clarity of idealized dilemmas, yet they are arguably the sort
of dilemmas that preoccupy most people most of the time.

Philosophers define a moral dilemma as a situation in
which an agent has a moral duty to perform two actions
but can only perform one of them (Sinnott-Armstrong 1988).
Here we will use the term in a broader and non-traditional
sense, encompassing inter alia what Driver (1992) calls a
‘morally charged situation’. This is a situation in which an
agent is faced with a non-obvious choice between perform-
ing one of two actions, neither of which is morally required,
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but where one will elicit praise while the other will elicit
blame. Such situations have attracted less attention, but are
equally important for understanding moral life.

In this work, we investigate moral dilemmas that arise in
daily life. A broad study of such dilemmas will help to fill
a crucial gap in philosophical and empirical inquiries into
moral dilemmas. Few of us will allocate a kidney or sacrifice
strangers; nearly everyone will have to deal with uncomfort-
able in-laws at a wedding, or adjudicate bitter debates over
the workplace fridge. Many moral conflicts arise in pedes-
trian contexts from familiar concerns. A better understand-
ing of everyday moral dilemmas will provide a novel foun-
dation for testing philosophical and social scientific theories
about the nature and taxonomy of our moral judgments such
as the moral foundations theory (Graham et al. 2011), moral-
ity as cooperation (Curry 2016), or forms of moral particu-
larism (Dancy 1983; Kagan 1988). Our analysis also shows
that many moral dilemmas result from the interaction of
what are traditionally considered conventional norms, sug-
gesting that the moral/conventional distinction is less stark
than some have supposed. Finally, a better understanding of
everyday moral dilemmas could help shape the design of
next-generation AI systems that are capable of fluid inter-
action in complex human environments.

To this end, we turn to Reddit, a social network on
which members can rate and discuss content submitted by
other members. Reddit consists of user-created communities
called subreddits, each of which focuses on a single topic of
discussion. The r/AmItheAsshole (AITA) subreddit al-
lows members to describe a non-violent moral conflict that
they have recently experienced, and ask the community to
decide if they were in the right. AITA is, as put by its com-
munity, “a catharsis for the frustrated moral philosopher in
all of us”.1 It is a popular subreddit: at the time of writing, it
has over 3 million members2 and regularly ranks in the top
10 for volume of comments per day.3 This makes it an excel-
lent source for real-life moral dilemmas and the discussion
that surrounds them.

We extract more than 100,000 real-life moral dilemmas

1https://reddit.com/r/AmITheAsshole
2A member of a subreddit is one who subscribes to it. Active

users who post or comment are typically a subset of all members.
3According to https://subredditstats.com
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Figure 1: Treemap showing top-1 (outer rectangles) and top-2 (inner rectangles) LDA topics. The size of a block corresponds
to the number of posts in a topic or a topic pair. Communication and relationships are the two most prevalent topics. A lighter
color corresponds to a higher proportion of YA judgments (you are the asshole or everyone sucks here) within a topic/topic pair.
For example, posts about family receives mostly a not the asshole judgment.

on AITA, and design a multi-stage topic discovery process
using both expert and crowd-sourced validation to map 94%
of these scenarios into 47 interpretable topics. We posit that
topics are an informative lens through which to study AITA.
Our rigorous discovery and validation process is designed
to eliminate ambiguities that will propagate to subsequent
analysis. These topics need not be mutually exclusive, and
indeed the richness of content of AITA dilemmas means
that most are better characterized by a topic pair instead of
a single topic. As Fig. 1 shows, AITA topic pairs vary both
in popularity and in the judgments they attract. Many AITA
dilemmas involve traditionally non-moral domains, suggest-
ing a more nuanced structure than those of traditional philo-
sophical thought experiments.

The main contributions of this work include:

• Curating a large collection of everyday moral dilem-
mas, which is publicly released;4

• A novel data-driven topic discovery method with multi-
ple stages of validation to map these dilemmas into five
meta-categories spanning 47 meaningful topics;

• Demonstrating ways that an understanding of everyday
moral dilemmas can produce new insights into philo-
sophical discussions relating to moral theorizing; and

• Empirical insights showing how everyday moral dilem-
mas are generated by combinations of topic pairs, how
certain topics attract or repel other topics, and how the
moral valence of similar words can vary across differ-
ent topic pairs.

2 Related Work
This work is related to the rich literature on moral dilemmas,
topic modeling and discovery, and online collective judg-
ment and decision making.

Moral Dilemmas Moral dilemmas (Sinnott-Armstrong
1988) and morally charged situations (Driver 1992) play

4The dataset and code can be found at https://github.com/
joshnguyen99/moral dilemma topics

a crucial role in philosophical theorizing. There is an em-
pirical literature aimed at teasing out the mechanisms that
drive individual judgments about classic dilemmas (Greene
et al. 2001); this work has become increasingly important in
informing moral domains like algorithmic decision-making
systems such as driverless cars (Awad et al. 2018) or kidney
exchange programs (Freedman et al. 2020).

We note three features that characterize much of the ex-
isting empirical work and set it apart from the current study.
First, existing work tends to focus on stark dilemmas – like
the so-called ‘trolley problems’ (Thomson 1976) – that re-
quire individuals to pass judgment on unfamiliar and unre-
alistic situations. Second, existing work tends to rely on sur-
vey data or laboratory experiments rather than conversations
with peers. Moral judgment and justification are sensitive to
perceived beliefs and intentions of one’s audience, including
the experimenters themselves (Tetlock 1983). Hence such
settings may not reveal the full range of the participants’ rea-
soning. Observational posts of online social media represent
the sort of ‘unobtrusive measure’ (Webb et al. 1999) that
can avoid experimenter effects. Third, existing work tends
to give subjects pre-packaged, simple moral dilemmas. Yet
figuring out how to frame a moral problem in the first place
is often an important issue in its own right (Appiah 2008).
By contrast, AITA represents a rich source of moral dilem-
mas that are realistic and familiar, presented by an involved
party as part of a conversation with peers, and in a forum
that allows for dynamic probing and re-framing the issues at
hand. The AITA dataset thus represents a valuable resource
for studying moral dilemmas and crowdsourced judgments,
one that can compliment existing hypothesis-driven work.

Topic Modeling in Text The task of understanding large
document collections is sometimes referred to as ‘describing
the haystack’. Data clustering approaches are widely used
for such problems. Methods that are specifically designed
for text data include Probabilistic Latent Semantic Index-
ing (pLSI, Hofmann 1999) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA, Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003). In particular, LDA has
been widely applied to historical documents, scientific liter-
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ature, and social media collections (Boyd-Graber, Hu, and
Mimno 2017), to name a few.

We categorize the evaluation of topic models into intrin-
sic and extrinsic methods. Intrinsic methods evaluate com-
ponents of the topic models themselves. Held-out data like-
lihood (Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003) has been the de facto
choice when evaluating an entire LDA model intrinsically.
For each topic, human-in-the-loop approaches with intrud-
ing words (Chang et al. 2009), or coherence metrics based
on the probability of word co-occurrences (Mimno et al.
2011) have been shown to correlate with human judgments.
Extrinsic methods evaluate topic models with respect to
domain-specific tasks; examples of these are as diverse as
the application domains. In the scientific literature, topic
model outputs have been compared against surrogate ground
truths such as author-assigned subject headings, and used
for trend spotting over time (Griffiths and Steyvers 2004). In
analyzing historical newspapers, Newman and Block (2006)
annotated a subset of topics of interest to history and journal-
ism but were not concerned with either covering the whole
dataset or ensuring most topics are meaningful. In litera-
ture, derived statistics from topics have been shown to eval-
uate specific conjectures about gender, anonymity, and liter-
ary themes (Jockers and Mimno 2013). Recently Antoniak,
Mimno, and Levy (2019) used LDA to discover narrative
paths and negotiation of power in birth stories. Their dataset
is much smaller (2.8K) and more topically concentrated than
the AITA dataset used in this paper. Also, their topics are
validated using an existing medical taxonomy, whereas there
is no such resource for everyday moral conflicts.

What differentiates this work in the application of topic
models are the striving for coverage of a large collection,
and the goal of supporting both qualitative and quantitative
tasks. To the best of our knowledge, the two-stage validation
combining the opinions of experts and general users is new.

Moral Judgments on Social Media This topic area is
quickly gaining momentum in computational social science.
Two recent works focus on analyzing language use in moral
discussions. Zhou, Smith, and Lee (2021) profiled linguistic
patterns in relation to moral judgments, showing that the use
of the first-person passive voice in a post correlates with re-
ceiving a not-at-fault judgment. Haworth et al. (2021) called
the judgment on a post ‘reasonability’ and built machine
learning classifiers to predict the judgments using linguis-
tic and behavioral features of a post. Other works focus on
automated prediction of moral judgements. Botzer, Gu, and
Weninger (2021) built a moral valence (YTA and NTA) clas-
sifier on AITA data and evaluated its utility on other rele-
vant subreddits. Delphi (Jiang et al. 2021) is a research pro-
totype that takes in a one-line natural language snippet and
gives a moral judgment from a wider range of possibilities
(e.g., expected, understandable, wrong, bad, rude, disgust-
ing). Its large-scale neural model is trained on multiple data
sources including parts of AITA. The related Social Chem-
istry project (Forbes et al. 2020) breaks down judgments of
one-liner scenarios into rules of thumb, covering social judg-
ments of good and bad, moral foundations, expected cultural
pressure and assumed legality.

While recent work focuses on directly correlating the nat-
ural language content (of a post, a title snippet, or a com-
ment) with moral judgments, we choose to focus on taxono-
mizing the structure of moral discussions as a first step. We
posit that there are diverse practices used by the online com-
munity in moral argument and reaching a verdict as a group.
This hypothesis is supported in Section 6, showing that top-
ics are an important covariate for the differences in the moral
foundation to which posters appeal.

3 Dataset
3.1 Structure of r/AmItheAsshole
In a subreddit, discussions are organized into threads. Each
thread starts with a post, followed by comments. Each post
consists of a title, author, posting time, and content; and each
comment contains an author, timestamp, content, and reply-
to (the ID of a post or another comment). Community rules
dictate that a post title must begin with the acronym ‘AITA’
or ‘WIBTA’ (Would I Be The Asshole?).

Collective judgments are reached via tagging and voting.
Five types of judgments are defined in AITA: YTA (you are
the asshole), NTA (not the asshole), ESH (everyone sucks
here), NAH (no asshole here), and INFO (more information
needed). Each comment can contain one of these tags. A
user can cast an upvote (scoring +1) or a downvote (scoring
-1) to a comment. The judgment of the top-scoring com-
ment would become the community verdict, called flair, and
be displayed as a tag for the post.5 The flair of a post is as-
signed by a bot after 18 hours.6 Supplemental Material (SM,
Nguyen et al. 2022) Fig. A1 shows an example thread with
the YTA flair, and another comment judging it as NTA.

3.2 The AITA Dataset
We use the Pushshift API (Baumgartner et al. 2020) to re-
trieve all posts and comments on AITA from 8 June 2013
to 30 April 2020, yielding 148,691 posts and 18,533,347
comments. When a post’s flair maps to a judgment (such as
NTA), we use it as the post’s verdict. In the 946 posts with-
out a valid flair, we reconstruct each post’s verdict using the
judgment contained in its highest-scoring comment. After
this, 920 posts remain without flairs. To filter out moderation
and meta posts, we keep posts whose titles start with ‘AITA’
or ‘WIBTA’, and have at least 50 words, 10 comments, 1
vote, and 1 verdict. This yields 108,307 posts and 8,953,172
comments. Posts with fewer than 10 comments consist only
of 20% of the dataset and are generally of lower quality. We
use the 102,998 threads in or before 2019 as our training
set, and 5,309 threads in the first four months of 2020 as the
test set for the topics discovered (Section 5). When pair-wise
comparison is called for, we group NTA and NAH into the NA
judgment class with positive valance on the original poster.
Similarly YTA and ESH are grouped into the YA class with
negative valance.

5https://mods.reddithelp.com/hc/en-us/articles/360010513191-
Post-Flair

6This timeframe was chosen by the community. The full pro-
cess is documented in the AITA community FAQ https://www.
reddit.com/r/AmItheAsshole/wiki/faq.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: (a) Number of posts (bars) an average number of
comments (line) 2014–2019. (b) Shares of judgments over
time (in order from bottom to top: YTA, ESH, INFO, NAH,
NTA and no observed judgment). (c) Average number of
comments (and 95% CI) for posts with each judgment.

We note that works using the Pushshift Reddit API that
were published before 2018 may have involved missing data,
which can lead to systematic biases in downstream analy-
ses (Gaffney and Matias 2018). However, Baumgartner et al.
(2020) have since recrawled the missing posts and thus our
derived data is less likely to suffer from the same problem.

Fig. 2 presents the number of posts, number of comments
per post and breakdown of flairs. Over time, participation
increased quickly as members entered the subreddit. Both
the number of posts and the average number of comments
per post rose over the years, with 2018 and 2019 seeing the
most significant increases (note the y-axis in log scale). The
flair shares remained consistent in 2018 and 2019, with NTA
posts taking more than half of the posts (65.32% in 2018
and 55.14% in 2019). In terms of controversiality, nega-
tively judged posts (with flair YTA or ESH) tend to attract
more comments than positively judged posts (with flair NTA
or NAH). When looking at the post lengths (shown in SM
Fig. A2), ESH posts are the longest on average (mean =
433.2 words), reflecting the nuances required when describ-
ing situations with no clear winner. We also observe that
NTA posts tend to be longer than YTA posts (NTA: mean
= 400.6; YTA: mean = 370.6), while YTA posts attract more
comments overall (NTA: mean = 79.4; YTA: mean = 107.6).

4 Discovering Topics on AITA
We adopt a data-driven topic discovery process with two
stages of manual validation, as outlined in Fig. 3. An ex-
ploratory study that shaped our clustering choices is de-
scribed in SM Section B. Taking as input the 102,998 posts
until the end of 2019 as the training set, we use text clus-
tering algorithms to group the collection into clusters and
describe their properties.

Clustering methods discover self-similar groups in data,
called clusters. Given the goal of mapping different kinds of
moral dilemmas on AITA, the ideal set of clusters should
have a high coverage of the whole dataset, and the clusters
(and posts within) should be distinguishable from each other
as judged by human readers. Our choices of which clustering
methods to use are informed by the desiderata from the work
of von Luxburg, Williamson, and Guyon (2012). Firstly, our
task is exploratory rather than confirmatory. Secondly, the

Figure 3: A high-level overview of the discovery process of
AITA topics, with two stages of human validation indicated
by *. Quantities at the bottom indicate the size (number of
posts, clusters, topics and topic pairs) after each stage.

use of the resulting clusters is both qualitative (in grounding
the types of dilemmas to moral philosophy) and quantitative
(for measuring behavioral and linguistic patterns of the re-
sulting clusters). Moreover, we prefer clustering algorithms
that allow clusters to overlap, since both the intersections
and the gaps between two intuitive clusters (such as family
and money) may be meaningful and interesting.

The rest of this section discusses the choices and trade-
offs made in clustering posts (Section 4.1), the manual val-
idation that turns clusters into named topics (Section 4.3),
and observations of the resulting topics (Section 4.4).

4.1 Clustering Posts
We perform probabilistic clustering using LDA. The input
to LDA is a set of vectors containing word counts for each
post. To create these vectors, we tokenize a post’s body (ex-
cluding its title), lemmatize each token, remove stop words,
and eliminate tokens which appear in fewer than 20 posts, all
using spacy (Honnibal et al. 2020) and scikit-learn
(Pedregosa et al. 2011). We keep M = 10, 463 words
across all training posts and denote these words as xm,
m = 1, . . . ,M . The outputs from LDA are two sets of prob-
abilities. First, the representation for each of the K clusters
k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} is a multinomial word probability vector
p(xm | k). This probability is sorted to produce the top
words for each topic, which helps interpret the clusters. Sec-
ond, the posterior probability of each cluster given each doc-
ument d is p(k | d), representing the salience of each topic
within a document. They are sorted to produce the top clus-
ter(s) for each document. Both probabilities will be used
in topic evaluation and interpretation (Sections 4.3 and 5).
While one main limitation of LDA is the use of unordered
bag-of-words representations, the two probability represen-
tations lend themselves to direct human interpretation of the
topics, which ensures that topics are distinguishable from
each other. Moreover, representations generated from LDA
support overlapping topics, both qualitative and quantitative
analysis of topics, and discovery of trends and behavioral
patterns.
Choosing the number of clusters is an important practical
question for topic discovery, and greatly affects the cover-
age and distinguishability of the resulting clusters. We first
examine the document perplexity on a held-out dataset (SM
Section C.1), which indicates that the optimal is around 40
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clusters (SM Fig. C1). However, upon examining the sizes
of the resulting clusters (by assigning documents to their
top-scored cluster), we find that several clusters are too big
in size (> 15% of the dataset) and appear uninformative
by their top keywords and top documents. We therefore in-
crease the number of clusters to 70, which results in more
balanced clusters ranging from 0.02% to 7.63% in size, all
of which go through a subsequent vetting process by hu-
man experts (Section 4.3), resulting in 47 named topics after
merging and pruning clusters. Note that it is not possible to
set the number of clusters equal to 47 a priori, since cluster-
ing algorithms are influenced by random initialization and
prone to producing a few clusters that are similar to each
other (Boyd-Graber, Hu, and Mimno 2017).

Alternatives in Text Representation and Clustering Be-
sides LDA on bag-of-words, we experiment with other mod-
els such as non-negative matrix factorization (Paatero and
Tapper 1994) and soft K-means (Dunn 1973); and with
other embedding methods such as TF-IDF (10,463 dimen-
sions), Empath (Fast, Chen, and Bernstein 2016, 194 di-
mensions) and Sentence-RoBERTa (Reimers and Gurevych
2019, 1,024 dimensions). While each method has its merits,
we find that LDA described in this section is the most suit-
able. Detailed description and comparisons can be found in
SM Sections C.2–C.4.

4.2 Cluster Evaluation Overview
LDA topics, just like outputs from other clustering algo-
rithms, contain several sources of ambiguity and noise that
make them difficult to use for downstream interpretation or
moral reasoning tasks. First, clusters are defined by patterns
of co-occurrence in data, but categories of stories need se-
mantically recognizable names in order to support moral
reasoning and generalization. Second, the correspondence
between clusters and names is rarely one-to-one: there are
often semantically similar clusters that share a name, or
meaningless clusters defined by functional words for a do-
main, such as edit, upvote, OP (original poster) for Reddit.
Such noise is well-known in practice, and a body of work
has been devoted to topic model evaluation, stability and re-
pair (Boyd-Graber, Hu, and Mimno 2017, Section 3.4).

We design a rigorous two-stage evaluation for moral top-
ics. The first stage is naming topics, covered in Section 4.3.
This is driven by the need to have named topics in ways
that are more succinct, semantically comprehensible, and
free of the above noise. This process is called labeling in the
topic model literature (Boyd-Graber, Hu, and Mimno 2017).
We opt to name topics manually, rather than automatically,
which will not be able to prune meaningless clusters. Topic
naming is done by a small number of experts (co-authors of
this paper, including both philosophers and computer scien-
tists) because they need to be familiar with the LDA internal
representation of ranked list of words, and also because of
the need to deliberate (described in Section 4.3) when names
are semantically similar but not identical.

The second stage is intended to validate the utility of the
assigned names to a broad audience of online crowd work-
ers. This is to ensure that the named topics are widely rec-

ognizable, and that the names are appropriate for the posts
in the corresponding clusters. See Section 5 for details.

4.3 From Clusters to Named Topics
The unit for this annotation task is a cluster k, (k ∈
{1, . . . , 70}). A screenshot of this web-based survey is
shown in SM Fig. D1. Each question starts with macroscopic
information about the cluster – the top-10 keywords sorted
by word probability p(x | k). Showing 10 words is a com-
mon practice in LDA evaluation (Newman et al. 2010). This
is followed by a microscopic view of the cluster – the content
of three top posts, sorted by posterior probability p(k | d),
and three randomly chosen posts whose top-scoring cluster
is k. By default, the list of posts is shown with the titles
only, which can be expanded to show the first 100 words of
the post by clicking on the title. For each task, the annota-
tor is asked to provide a name for the cluster consisting of
one or two words, or to indicate that a coherent name is not
possible with N/A.

Six authors of this paper participated in this annotation
task. We collect three independent answers per question
from three different annotators. Anonymized inputs are col-
lated in a spreadsheet. Two of these annotators are then des-
ignated to resolve disagreements in naming. They review
the results and make four types of decisions to name the
70 clusters: unanimous, wording, deliberation and other.
There are 17 clusters with unanimous agreement, in which
all three annotators agree on the exact wording, e.g., shop-
ping and pets. Meanwhile, in 41 clusters, the names for the
same cluster have very similar semantic meaning but exhibit
wording variations such as synonyms. In this case, one of
them is chosen based on brevity and specificity, e.g., race
was chosen over racism and babies over pregnancy. A de-
liberation between the annotators is required for 9 clusters
where different names are present. Here the annotators take
into account whether there are two inputs that agree, the se-
mantics of the top words, and the distinctiveness from other
topics. For example, three annotators assign (appearance,
tattoos, appearance) to a topic, and appearance is chosen
after re-examining the keyword list and discussing the scope
of the topic. Finally, there are 3 clusters with no agreement
even after discussion. These are grouped into a placeholder
topic other. Clusters with the same name are merged: 67
clusters are merged into 47 named topics, with topic family
having the most repetitions of 5. After merging, we end up
with 47 named topics (96,263 posts or 93.5%) and a place-
holder topic other (6,735 posts or 6.5%). The topic other
will be excluded from subsequent sections. See SM Sec-
tion D for more detail. Finally, as some topics are merged
from several clusters, we aggregate the posteriors of clusters
c with the same name into a topic posterior for topic k:

p(k | d) =
∑

c: name of c=k

p(c | d).

Throughout the rest of the paper, we refer to this definition
when talking about the topic posterior. For example, the top-
1 topic given document d is argmaxk p(k | d).

This cluster annotation task is conducted by human ex-
perts as it requires an understanding of the AITA domain,
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Figure 4: Topic level statistics on the training set, grouped
by their categories. The top figure shows the prevalence (as
a percentage) of each topic as the top 1 or top 2 for all post
(see Section 4). The bottom figure shows the topic-specific
agreement rate (see Section 5).

the goal of topic mapping, and a high-level knowledge of
what LDA keywords represent. The deliberation cannot eas-
ily be done in an online distributed setting. The apparently
low fraction of unanimous agreement in this free-form nam-
ing task is consistent with what we observe in a topic discov-
ery exploration (SM Section B). The named topics are then
validated using crowd-sourcing by evaluating the match be-
tween topic names and post content in Section 5.

4.4 A Summary of Named Topics
As an aid to navigate the set of topics, we further group the
47 named topics (less other) into five meta-categories. Iden-
tities (individuals and their social relationships to others) and
things (other themes) broadly correspond to static narrative
roles. Topics with a dynamic aspect are grouped into pro-
cesses (things that happen indefinitely or regularly), events
(specific one-off occasions that are individually important),
and aspects (the manner in which a process or event occurs).
The meta-categories, chosen by author consensus, are meant
as a heuristic aid to interpretation; other carvings are pos-
sible, assignments might vary, and individual topics might
cross boundaries. For example, we group sex as a process
because many AITA posts are about the poster’s sex life,
which is an indefinite ongoing process, but individual in-
stances of sex might be better considered as events. Nev-
ertheless, our rough grouping of topics aids interpretability.
The list of topics along with their frequencies are shown in
Fig. 4 (top), grouped by meta-categories and sorted by their
prevalence within. We can see that the most frequent topics
are all within identities and aspects, likely due to the fact that
AITA posts are often generated by social conflicts defined
by relations to and manner of interactions with others.

We have five observations on the topic list. The first is that
common scenarios in one’s social life are covered – from
family to professional relationships, from work to recre-
ation. The second is that the topics are neither exhaustive
nor fine-grained. For example, there is no topic on medical
moral dilemmas common in TV dramas, likely due to their

Figure 5: One example question in the topic validation sur-
vey. Each question contains a post (title and body) and has
four topic options. The participant can choose more than one
option, or None of the above if no topic name matches the
post. The top 4 topics according to the LDA posterior of this
post are education, school, money, and mental health.

rarity in daily life. Some intuitive ‘topics’ are absent but get
coverage by their individual aspects. For example, there is
no travel topic, but there are topics covering vacation, work,
money and other individual aspects of travel. The third is
that the prevalence of posts classified under topics such as
communication and manners suggest that the way in which
an action is performed is presented as morally salient. The
fourth is that the relative prevalence of topics can change
over time. Comparing to a validation set of 982 posts on the
last three days of 2019, family and celebrations rose signifi-
cantly, whereas school and driving dropped. Finally, it is sur-
prising that the posterior probability of the top-ranked topic
for each post tends to be fairly close to that of the second-
ranked topic (mean difference 0.141, see SM Fig. D2 for
examples). This suggests that the top few topics for each
post may be similarly relevant, rather than only the top topic
being significantly relevant to a post.

5 Crowd-Sourced Topic Survey
We design and conduct a set of crowd-sourced surveys to
answer two key questions: how well do human annotators
agree with the named topics, and how do users at large per-
ceive topics of an AITA post? A complete description of the
survey is found in SM Section E.

5.1 Survey Setup
Each crowd-sourced survey consists of a number of ques-
tions, each of which is centered on an AITA post and starts
with a fixed prompt: “What topics below best describe the
theme of the following post? Do not let your ethical judge-
ment of the author affect your choices here.” We then present
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the post title and body text, and five topic choices. The first
four choices are a randomized list of the top 4 topics ac-
cording to the topic posterior, followed by a None of the
above option. A participant can choose one or more non-
conflicting options before moving on to the next post. An
example question is shown in Fig. 5. Free-form text boxes
are also provided to collect participants’ reflections at the
end of each question, as well as at the end of the survey.

We use the Prolific crowd-sourcing platform7 to recruit
participants. Each individual can only enter once, and we
collect answers from three different participants for each
question. To control the quality of results, we only allow flu-
ent English speakers to participate. Before entering the ac-
tual survey, each participant is given one training question,
containing one post clearly belonging to two of the given
topics. Choosing the correct answers for this training ques-
tion is a prerequisite for completing the rest of the survey.

Based on a pilot test among the authors, we set the length
of each survey to 20 questions, with a time estimate be-
tween 12–20 minutes. A total of 285 participants (130 males,
151 females, 4 unspecified) completed the survey, each of
whom was paid £2.5 for their work. Their average age is
28.2 (SD=9.2), with 39.1% living in either the US or UK.
This survey design is approved by the ANU Human Re-
search Ethics Committe (Protocol 2021/296). More infor-
mation about this survey and participation statistics can be
found in SM Section E.4.

We collect survey results in three settings. On the train-
ing split of AITA (Section 3), we randomly select 20 posts
for each topic, and call this setting train. The topic choices
are the top 4 choices according to the LDA posteriors. We
increase the size of the survey with 5, 10 and 20 posts per
topic gradually, and find that the statistics stabilize after 10
posts per topic. On the test split of AITA, which is not seen
by either the LDA estimation or in topic naming, we ran-
domly select 10 posts for each topic populated with its top
4 topics, and call this setting test. This gives us 450 posts in
total. Note that for 5 topics with fewer than 10 posts, we sim-
ply include all the posts. Lastly, we use the same set of posts
from the test set, but include the top-2 topics according to
LDA, plus two other randomly selected distractor topics for
each post. We call this setting test+rand, which is designed
to observe whether or not the top 2 topics are significantly
more descriptive than other randomly selected topics. These
three settings are shown as column headings in Table 1.

5.2 Agreement Rates for Posts and Topics
We report two metrics on the survey results: the post-level
agreement rate and the topic-specific agreement rate.
Post-level agreement rate is the percentage of answers for
which the participant agrees with at least one of the des-
ignated topics of a certain type, aggregated over different
participants. Here the types of choices are Top-k only (with
k = 1, 2, 3, 4), Top 1 or 2, Top 1, 2 or 3, or None of the
above, presented as rows in Table 1. Agreements rates be-
tween the train and test settings are similar with a small de-
crease for answers in test, indicating that the topics general-

7https://www.prolific.co

Answer type Train Test Test+rand
Top-1 only 65.1 59.2 68.0
Top-2 only 48.9 50.4 58.4
Top-3 only 36.3 39.3 8.2
Top-4 only 29.9 26.1 8.4
Top-1 or 2 83.2 81.9 88.4
Top-1 or 2 or 3 90.8 91.0 –
None of the above 4.8 5.4 9.5

Table 1: Post-level agreement rates between survey partici-
pants and LDA topics.

ize reasonably well to new posts. The decreasing trend from
top 1 to top 4 only is expected due to their decreasing LDA
topic posteriors. In the test+rand setting, the presence of ir-
relevant (random) topics increases the probability that either
the top-1 or top-2 topic being selected by 8%, and None of
the above by 4%. This observation is consistent with well-
known behavior patterns in choice-making (Simonson and
Tversky 1992), namely the tradeoff contrast that enhances
options in the presence of unfavorable alternatives.
A topic-pair representation. The average number of top-
ics chosen by participants is 1.70 (train: 1.80, test: 1.75,
test+rand: 1.43). The frequencies for answer lengths can be
found in SM Fig. E2. Given that the survey leaves the num-
ber of topics chosen unconstrained, this observation reveals
that participants often perceive more than one topic being
relevant to the post. Moreover, the agreement rate for top 1
or 2 topics is 81.9% (+22.7% from top 1 only and 9.1% less
than top 1, 2 or 3) for test, and 88.4% on test+rand. This ob-
servation prompts us to define (unordered) topic pairs, i.e.,
top-1 and top-2 topics for each post, as the automatically
extracted relevant topics. The topic pairs are unordered, be-
cause the posterior probabilities of top-1 and top-2 topics
are close in value (Section 4.4). Additionally, as surfaced in
the deliberation process of topic naming task (Section 4.3),
annotators could not distinguish which of the top two topics
is more prevalent. We posit that the topic-pair representa-
tion makes the classification of moral dilemmas significantly
more nuanced and richer. Further observations on topic pairs
are presented in Sections 5.3 and 6.
Topic-specific agreement rate is defined as the percentage
of times that a given topic is selected when presented as ei-
ther top-1 or top-2 for a post, aggregated over different par-
ticipants. Results for train are shown in Fig. 4, and those for
test and test+rand are in SM Fig. E3, which show the same
patterns for topic prevalence and agreement rate. We observe
that frequent topics such as communication and friends have
relatively higher agreement rates (≥ 60%). Topics belong-
ing to identities generally have higher agreement rates than
other meta-categories. A few infrequent topics have high
agreement rates, such as pets, which may be explained by
being defined by animal related words. Topics such as jokes
and time are among the least agreed upon; one explanation
is that they may appear as the secondary topic or issue, to-
gether with another main issue. We note that the (weighted)
average of the topic-specific agreement rates is lower than
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Figure 6: Distribution of topic pair sizes. The x-axis is the
(log) size and the y-axis is the (log) CCDF.

post-level agreement rate on the same setting, due to the lat-
ter requiring either the top-1 or top-2 topic being selected.

5.3 A Profile of Topic Pairs
From 47 named topics, there are

(
47
2

)
= 1, 081 unordered

topic pairs. Among these, 33 pairs (3.1%) have no posts,
396 pairs (36.6%) contain at least 50 posts, and 259 pairs
(24.0%) contain at least 100 posts. The 10 largest topic pairs
are shown in Fig. 8 as row labels. Fig. 1 shows an overview
of topic pairs, and Fig. 6 shows the CCDF of size distribution
for all topic pairs.

How often do we observe topics k and k′ together? We use
the point-wise mutual information (PMI) to quantify how
much two topics co-occur more than prior-calibrated chance
(PMI > 0), or less than chance (PMI < 0):

PMI(k, k′) = log2
p(k, k′)

p(k)p(k′)
.

The PMI matrix is shown in Fig. 7. Among the meta-
categories, topics in identities and aspects are likely to co-
occur with another topic within the same meta-category,
whereas those in processes do not. Topics in aspects tend
to co-occur with those in processes, as one might expect.

Many topic pairs can be explained by semantic related-
ness (or exclusion): restaurant tends to occur with food and
drinking but not with education. On the other hand, some
pairs appear to indicate conjunctions that are a frequent
source of conflict and thus generate moral dilemmas. Some
of these connections are obvious – witness the high PMI for
race with jokes, or children with religion. Both express do-
mains that generate moral conflict on their own; one might
reasonably expect even more conflict at their intersection.
On the other hand, some conjunctions suggest more subtle
patterns of conflict, like restaurant with music, or race with
food. One or both of the topics in these pairs does not seem
particularly morally laden on its own. Some more complex
interaction is likely at work. While the present work does
not focus on particular mechanisms, we think this might be
a rich topic for future work. We suspect that insofar as these
pairs give rise to moral dilemmas, they might do so against
a complex social background of expectations and norms.
Additional profiles on the commenting and voting patterns
across topic pairs can be found in SM Fig. E2.

Figure 7: Point-wise mutual information between pairs of
topics found by LDA, grouped by the five meta-categories.
The order of topics on both x- and y-axes are the same as in
Figure 4.

6 Linguistic Patterns in Topic (Pairs)
We examine the variations in word use across topics and
topic pairs.
Topic pair statistics via Empath categories We first pro-
file word use by Empath (Fast, Chen, and Bernstein 2016),
a crowd-sourced collection of topical and subjective word
lists, containing 194 categories (see column labels of Fig-
ure 8 for examples) and 15 to 169 words in each category,
totaling 7,643 words. We generate a 194-dimensional vec-
tor for each post, with elements corresponding to the frac-
tion of words in each Empath category. For each topic pair,
we compute the Pearson correlation between each Empath
dimension and the binary indicators for YA judgments. Re-
sults are presented in Fig. 8. Some categories, such as inde-
pendence, negatively correlate with YA in (communication,
money) but positively correlate with YA in (time, work). Cat-
egories such as love, shame, nervousness negatively corre-
late with YA in multiple topic pairs, whereas fun and fem-
inine positively correlate with YA in multiple topic pairs.
These correlation patterns indicate that the moral valence of
similar words may differ across different topic pairs. It also
emphasizes that topic pairs are a key covariate for further
analyses.
Scoring moral foundation axes To directly examine the
topics’ moral content, we appeal to the widely used Moral
Foundations Dictionary (MFD), which projects the space of
moral problems into five moral foundations: care, fairness,
loyalty, authority, and sanctity (Haidt 2013). We use the
MFD 2.0 (Frimer 2019), which contains 2,041 unique words
in total. For each post, we compute a five-dimensional binary
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Figure 8: Pearson correlation between Empath categories and YA in the 10 most frequent topic pairs. The columns are the
top-50 Empath categories sorted by variance. White cells denote a lack of statistical significance (p > 0.05, 388 in this plot).

vector, with each dimension being 1 if the post contains at
least one word in the corresponding foundation. We do the
same for the top-scoring comment of each post (called ver-
dict). These vectors are aggregated over the posts/verdicts
of the same topic or topic pair, and normalized by the to-
tal number of posts/verdicts. This yields a five-dimensional
vector with values between 0 and 1, representing the fraction
of posts/verdicts with the corresponding foundation.

Moral foundation prevalence for topics and topic pairs
Fig. 9 presents the proportions of posts (row a) and ver-
dicts (row c) containing each foundation for five topics: fam-
ily, marriage, death, religion, and money. We display these
statistics for all topics in SM Figs. G1 and G2. Also in
Fig. 9 (rows b and d), the same proportions are presented
for topic pairs involving family. We observe some patterns
consistent with the MFT. The foundation care appears sig-
nificantly in most posts of any topic: for example, nearly
every post within the topic family has the presence of care
(radar plot a-1). In posts about religion (plot a-4), the authors
tend to attach the foundations sanctity and loyalty in their
narratives. These congruences provide a useful proof of con-
cept. These observations are consistent when we look at the
verdicts (plots c-1 and c-4, respectively). When topics are
subdivided based on valence (YA and NA), the red and blue
regions on row a mostly overlap, indicating there is little
difference on what moral foundations positively and nega-
tively judged posts appeal to. When we look at verdicts (row
c), YA verdicts typically adhere to every moral foundation
more than NA verdicts. This could be explained by the fact
that negatively-judged comments are longer than positively-
judged comments on average, increasing the chance they in-
clude a moral word.

We also find evidence that secondary topics provide an in-
teresting additional interpretive layer. Fig. 9 (rows b and d)
shows that the combination of topics often produces unex-
pected effects on the underlying moral foundations to which
posts and verdicts appeal. For example, the combination of
family and money produces YA judgments that appeal to
sanctity more frequently than either topic does alone (plot
d-5, compared with c-1 and c-5); a similar pattern is seen in
family and marriage with fairness (d-2, compared with c-1

and c-2). Conversely, some MFD loadings are driven more
by one topic or another. The mechanism behind these inter-
actions remains a topic for future research. We suggest that
this is good evidence that our topics provide a cross-cutting
categorization (Dupré 1993) of the moral domain, one that
might reveal more fine-grained structure that drives individ-
ual moral judgments.

There are also interesting dissociations between posts and
the verdicts. Posts use a wide range of identifiable moral
language across different MFD domains. This confirms that
posters to AITA treat what they are saying as morally laden.
The verdicts, on the other hand, tend to focus in on a smaller
subset of moral considerations. For example, posters con-
cerned with family and religion very often focus on both
sanctity and loyalty (plot b-4), but verdicts tend to downplay
that in favor of strong focus on sanctity (plot d-4). Some
reasons also seem to distinguish verdicts: YA judgments for
family and marriage focus more on loyalty and sanctity than
do NA judgments (plot d-2). These effects come apart from
the original posts, where the radar plots largely overlap be-
tween NA and YA (plot b-2). These dissociations suggest that
verdicts do not necessarily follow the original framing of the
poster, and that the subsequent discussion plays an important
role in focusing attention on details. They also show that
dilemmas can have a non-additive structure (Kagan 1988),
in which the presence of one topic can affect the importance
of reasons raised by a different one.

Finally, we note that all five studied moral foundations
are often present, to varying degrees, within what is broadly
the same online population. Even strong predictable asso-
ciations (such as religion with sanctity) coexist alongside
appeals to other types of reasoning. It is no surprise that
real-world cases are often quite messy. This is part of the
attraction of AITA. Part of that complexity comes from the
interaction of different domains, here revealed by our topics.
Hence a bottom-up approach provides a valuable comple-
ment to experimental studies, which for good reason often
focus on clear cases.
Coverage of moral foundations dictionary Of the 102,998
posts in the training data, there are only 5,425 (5.3%) posts
without the presence of any foundation in its description.
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Figure 9: Strengths of moral foundations in selected topics and topic pairs. In each radar plot, each pentagon’s vertex represents
the proportion of posts (or verdicts) in a topic (pair) that has at least one moral foundation. The foundations in each radar plot,
clockwise from top, are: care, fairness, loyalty, authority and sanctity. Red (resp. blue) pentagons represent YA-judged (resp.
NA-judged) posts (or verdicts). The bar plots at positions b-1 and d-1 represent the number of posts (or verdicts) in each topic
(pair), and how many of them contain a moral foundation.

However, we find that the MFD 2.0 has relatively low cover-
age on the AITA verdicts. There are 44, 282 (43%) posts for
which MFD finds no presence of any foundation in their ver-
dicts. Of these, verdicts in topics phones, music, shopping,
roommates, driving and celebrations have the highest miss-
ing rates of above 50%, while verdicts in religion have the
lowest rate of 28%. This is evidence that MFD 2.0 may miss
important moral considerations, particularly on the compar-
atively shorter verdict posts. Below is an example verdict
where the MFD 2.0 does not detect any foundation:

Post title: “AITA For Firing An Employee After His Parents
Died?”

Verdict: “YTA for firing him without first going through the
steps of describing his issues to him and giving him a chance
to improve. He’s been back for only 2-3 weeks. It’s not about
‘having heart’, it’s about making a dumb business decision

for both you and him. So much smarter to work with this guy
to get him back on track after a temporary setback than to
push the eject button and have to find and start over with a
new person. Dumb.”

This verdict appeals to considerations of both authority
and fairness. Authority is the power to issue commands and
enact rules that are generally followed by the appropriate
subject group; employer-employee relationships fall under
this heading. Fairness involves adhering to a set of procedu-
ral safeguards, and the employer in this example plausibly
violated these procedures.

We note that several versions of MFD have been intro-
duced by different authors. Other types of lexicon are also
available, such as the morality-as-cooperation vocabulary.
Potentially combining different lexicons and validating our
findings across different dictionaries are left as future work.
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7 Conclusion
In this paper, we analyze more than 100,000 interpersonal
moral dilemmas on a Reddit forum called AITA. Using a
multi-stage data-driven approach involving text clustering
and human expert annotation, we group these posts into
47 high-quality topics with a high coverage of 94% of the
dataset. Through crowd-sourced validation, we find high
agreement between human annotators and our topic model
when describing the themes of an AITA post. Furthermore,
we observe that topic pairs are better than individual topics
at depicting a post’s content, and therefore better serve as a
thematic unit over AITA posts. We make several observa-
tions that suggest topic (pairs) is a key factor for thinking
about daily moral situations. For instance, certain topics at-
tract or repel other topics even when neither topic is particu-
larly morally laden; the moral valence of similar words can
vary across different topic pairs; and there are interaction ef-
fects in which final verdicts do not line up with the moral
concerns in the original stories in any simple way.

Ethical Considerations We take steps to ensure that the
study on moral dilemmas minimizes risk of harm. In both
annotation tasks, we hide Reddit usernames and embedded
URLs in posts to avoid identifying the original posters. We
do not edit the names mentioned in posts since they are
mostly initials or pseudonyms created by the poster. We
present aggregated data that cannot be traced back to par-
ticular survey participants. Our survey design is approved
by our institution’s ethics committee.

Limitations As with all observational datasets, our collec-
tion method cannot retain posts and comments which had
been deleted before the retrieval time, possibly leading to
missing or incomplete data. Furthermore, it is impossible to
precisely trace the comment containing the winning verdict
in a thread, because after 18 hours (the amount of time af-
ter which the Reddit bot determines the flair), comments’
scores can change drastically. This is a drawback compared
to other Reddit datasets such as r/ChangeMyView in Tan
et al. (2016), where the original posters explicitly give the
winning comment a special symbol. Despite AITA partic-
ipants being self-selected, and cannot be considered a rep-
resentative sample either of Reddit users or the population
at large, this work assumes that the content in AITA reflect
daily life in interesting ways. The resulting topics provide
evidence of the diversity and nuance of the set of daily moral
discussion, and does not provide measures of representative-
ness for each topic. Our data is limited to posts that follow
the posting guidelines set up by AITA moderators. These
guidelines prohibit posts about reproductive autonomy, re-
venge, violence, and conflicts with large social demograph-
ics. Conflicts within these prohibited topics could fall within
the bounds of morality but are excluded from our dataset.

Future Directions The present study only looks at posts
and verdicts on AITA. A natural extension would be to ex-
amine the content and structure of comments on each post.
Our data also shows that posts often reflect a mixture of top-
ics; it would be interesting to see whether the subsequent
discussion preserves this mix or whether the search for re-

flective equilibrium (Rawls 1971) implies focusing on spe-
cific topics. It is also known that moral judgments can de-
pend on the way situations are framed (Sinnott-Armstrong
2008); studying discussions might shed new light on these
framing effects. An understanding of the extent to which ev-
eryday moral dilemmas on AITA reflect the specific social
or institutional roles embodied by its registered members
could further demonstrate the usefulness of this domain on
informing other moral decision-making tasks.

Part of the motivation of studying AITA was a philosoph-
ical interest in morally charged situations (Driver 1992). We
are interested in the degree to which debates on AITA might
challenge the traditional distinction between moral norms
and merely conventional norms like rules of etiquette (Foot
1972; Southwood 2011). There have been recent challenges
to this sharp division (Martin and Stent 1990). Our results
are consistent with this challenge, with an important con-
tribution from topics like manners and communication sug-
gesting that the way things are done can be as important as
what is done. Further work may shed light on what distinc-
tion, if any, can be drawn between the two domains. Second,
a core tenet of early Confucian philosophy is that the every-
day challenges and exchanges that people experience are of
profound importance to morality (Olberding 2016). We note
that these challenges and exchanges are similar to our real-
world moral dilemmas. Future research could help identify
links between the two. Finally, we note that a large number
of topics concern particular kinds of relationships, like chil-
dren, family, and friends. This may be of particular interest
to care ethics, as well as some forms of virtue ethics and
communitarianism, which emphasize the moral importance
of meaningful relationships (Collins 2015).
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